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david t. clark on getting into 3d! ive done a little bit of reading, but a level designer by trade it seems, i find it hard to find anyone better than the rest of those youve listed when it comes to modeling in 3d, so i just get in and do it myself. at this point in the development process ive got a good concept of the things i want in my game and am just starting
to build out the basics of level design. the use of tilesets is my most important goal in the layout right now (ive gotten some help in this from the great mikesil, if you havent heard of him). i figure the battle will be a mixture of wingmarch and real time combat, along with the occasional shuttle/hovercraft/marine/air-breathing machine attack. the war

divides the empire and is beginning to divide its former allies. the fek'ith are even more dead-set in their endeavors of conquest and this is helping them immensely. with a united klingon empire however the klingon forces have a problem of a different sort. the terrians have returned to the battlefield with their new cloaking technology. this has made it
very hard to find an enemy since they can use their stealth to get around fleets in one spot while a lightly-guarded base is in another. several attacks by the terrians have devastated the klingon fleet. without their most potent weapon the klingon empire must fall back on the smaller, but more agile, fleet. therefore, the klingon empire is losing the war for
both the fek'ith and for the terrians. the throne had blood on its hands. the first to strike was the ancient seal of office. when henry moved in, the ancient crown was kept in a cupboard in the duke of portland's library. in the room above, a maid arranged a sash. a painter-decorator from chelsea crossed the room, drawing his hand across the buckle, the

placket, the gold armoring on the cushion.
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romulan star empire before it lost the syndicate war : after the romulans attacked the federation in 2367, they launched a surprise attack on starfleet during the dominion war. this was a great blow to the morale of the federation and the war effort. cardassian raid on the romulan homeworld of form ii in 2369 was also a blow to the romulan empire and
romulan star empire. a recently discovered archaeological relic indicated the existence of romulan civilization before the 10th century. the archeology also revealed that the romulans were not like other insect species known to exist before 2300, having advanced a lot more scientifically and technologically. this contradicted the long-held theory that the

federation was founded by the romulans. furthermore, the discovery of empok nor, a romulan fortress planet, led to many scientists who theorized that the planet was romulan. in a quiet corner of the imperial city, with its flickering candles and spiced air, cardinal wolsey performed the service. he drank deep from a great goblet, smacked his lips, and
pressed a goblet to the lips of his would-be bride, asking for her solemn promise that, if she were to follow this path, she would forsake all other men. in 1888 on the north side of regent's park, a public-school boy named francis fane gazed upon a moving picture show and began to think about a job in the theatre. he was sure that one day he'd have a

theatre of his own. in 1897 a man named arnold jessel began imagining an escape from an unbearable and depressed london. he yearned for a cool place where he could buy a bottle of beer, a tomato sandwich, and a cigar, and just sit and think and ponder the meaning of life. 5ec8ef588b
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